RAFFLE PRIZES

1. 2 ALL DAY MISSION PASSES TO THE COSMOPHERE SPACE MUSEUM
   - DK THE MYSTERIES OF THE UNIVERSE
   - LEGO CREATOR SPACE SHUTTLE SET
   - $50 CASEY’S GIFT CARD

2. 4 ALL-ACCESS EXPLORATION PLACE PASSES
   - DK KNOWLEDGE ENCYCLOPEDIA SCIENCE!
   - RAVENSBURGER ATLAS PUZZLE
   - $50 CASEY’S GIFT CARD

3. 4 KANSAS CITY ZOO & AQUARIUM PASSES
   - NAT GEO ULTIMATE OCEAN-PEDIA
   - LEGO CREATOR SEA CREATURES SET
   - $50 CASEY’S GIFT CARD

4. 4 SINGLE DAY PASSES TO TANGANYIKA WILDLIFE PARK
   - THE ANIMAL BOOK: A VISUAL ENCYCLOPEDIA OF LIFE ON EARTH
   - LEGO CREATOR EXOTIC PARROT SET
   - $50 KWIK SHOP GIFT CARD

5. 4 ALL STAR SPORTS MINI GOLF PASSES
   - GATOR GOLF GAME
   - $50 KWIK SHOP GIFT CARD

6. AMAZON FIRE HD 8 KIDS PRO TABLET
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LAST DAY TO TURN IN RAFFLE TICKETS: JULY 20TH
RAFFLE PRIZE WINNERS WILL BE CONTACTED: JULY 24TH

7. FNAF PRIZE PACK
- Five Nights at Freddy’s Let’s Eat Throw Blanket 45”x60”
- Five Nights at Freddy’s DVD/Blu-ray
- Five Nights at Freddy’s Graphic Novel Trilogy Box Set

8. PROFESSIONAL 3D PRINTER PEN WITH OLED DISPLAY
- 3D Pen filament refill pack

9. MINI PORTABLE BLUETOOTH THERMAL STICKER PRINTER AND 11 REFILL ROLLS

10. ADVENTURES IN OUR HOMETOWN
- Homestead Kitchen and Baker $25 Gift Card
- OMGrown Yoga & Wellness $25 Gift Card
- South Baldwin Farms $20 Gift Card
- Hornberger Farms $25 Gift Card
- Ice Cream House $20 Gift Card
- Book Bag - made and donated by Sandy Ralston

11. ADVENTURES IN CREATIVITY
- Knitting Kit
- 2 Canson Mixed Media Pads
- 12 Posca Paint Markers
- 14 Paper Mate Gel Pens
- Lumberyard Art Center $10 Gift Card and tote bag
- 5 Self-Stick Mat Board Frames Donated by Quilter’s Paradise
- 133 Coffee $5 Gift Card
- Jitter’s $5 Gift Card
- 2 Journals

12. ADVENTURES IN OUR DAILY LIVES
- 5 Basic Power Auto Wash Certificates from Baldwin Power Wash
- Arrowhead Hardware Store $20 Gift Card
- 2 - $20 Gift Cards to Baldwin City Market
- Book Bag - made and donated by Sandy Ralston
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